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This study was conducted to take an in depth look at the verification and 
validation of product model data in industry. The ultimate goal was to find any 
relationships between company demographics and choice of verification and 
validation processes. A pilot survey on data retention directed the research to 
focus on this subject. The verification and validation survey collected data from 
respondents who used 3D models as a basis for their products and asked 
questions about their company’s process for verification and validation. The 
research attempts to demonstrate possible associations between demographics 
and verification and validation processes by comparing the data gathered from 
demographic questions and verification and validation process questions. This 
research did not attempt to find any new or improved processes for verification 
and validation instead intending to provide companies with as much information 





CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter introduces the idea of model-based definition, and the 
importance of verification and validation, to data retention within MBD. It will also 
present the importance of the research and associated research question. The 
chapter concludes by defining some key terms, assumptions, limitations, and 
delimitations, as well as the scope of this research thesis. 
 
1.1 Background 
According to Quintana, Rivest, Pellerin, Venne, and Kheddouci (2010), 
“Adopting the MBD approach appears to be the next step to continue reducing 
time-to-market and improve product quality by improving the way the product 
definition is exploited by its downstream users.” As this shows, model-based 
definition, using 3D digital data to carry all of the information necessary to define 
a product, is quickly becoming more and more relevant in the 3D modeling 
industry because of its many benefits. Companies are beginning to shift from the 
days when the creation of a product was based completely on a master drawing 
to now using 3D models as the master document for a product. According to 
www.model-based-definition.org, the most important of these benefits include the 





and the time saved by creating and maintaining one master document as 
opposed to several. If users have a better understanding of a product because it 
is 3D, they may not make as many errors during the lifetime of that product. This 
along with the use of one master document is very important because it saves 
time which keeps a company’s costs low. Despite the benefits, some companies 
choose to avoid the implementation of model-based definition in industry 
because it is often a complicated and convoluted process that does not 
accurately capture data from a long-term archiving and retrieval perspective. 
Some difficulties may also arise from a company’s decision to follow certain 
standards like LOTAR or from regulatory compliance for certain industries. 
LOTAR is an organization which has created a standard of the same name. From 
LOTAR’s website, they describe the standards as being able to “define auditable 
archiving and retrieval processes.” This creates a system for industries to follow 
for long term archival but companies need to accept the standard and follow it to 
its full extent or it may not be worth adopting. Regulatory compliance is different 
for different industries and consists of sets of standards and rules to follow for 
production, archival, and most other processes of a product’s lifecycle. These 
standards must be followed by the companies within that industry or they will not 
be allowed to sell their products. Regulatory compliance is explained in further 
detail in chapter two. 
These complications need to be resolved before progressing. One 





new information electronically so that it will be readily available for use from now 
until the end of a product’s lifetime. Patel, Ball, and Ding (2009) explain, 
it is easier and less expensive to write software tools for [lightweight] 
formats and therefore one can expect much wider and longer-lasting 
support than proprietary formats. Indeed, the benefits of such formats are 
not just preservation, but also for immediate access, collaboration and 
dissemination. (p. 90) 
The problem in many cases is that the lifetime as described above could be in 
excess of 75 years depending on the product in question. This causes major 
problems in certain industries, specifically the aerospace, defense, and 
automotive fields, where CAD data are an integral method for conveying product 
design and development information. With this use of formats comes even more 
problems for retaining the data being saved. First, the changes to CAD programs 
and computer hardware happen so often, it is hard to keep electronic data for a 
product current for even five years, much less decades. Then, there needs to be 
some sort of lightweight or neutral file for saving the data that goes along with 
these products. A large company may have thousands of models that now need 
to be stored electronically. With the file sizes coming out of the originating CAD 
programs, the amount of space needed to do this would be enormous. One of the 
key pieces to the entire process, and the basis for this research, involves putting a 
system in place to ensure the information being output is the same as the 





Preserved digital object[s] should be authentic in the sense that it is the 
same object that was preserved, and both its content and functionality 
remain the same through time (i.e. the data object does not become 
corrupted, or lose data through a process such as migration). (p. 35) 
When files are translated, the information carried in those files has a tendency to 
change as well. This change may be as minor as a color not being applied or as 
important as the loss of material properties, but either way, companies cannot 
take that risk. Finally, some sort of security must be in place to make sure 
information is seen only by those who should see it. The data in these files is the 
intellectual proprietary information that define a company’s products, so keeping 
it protected is incredibly important. While all of these points are important to keep 
in mind when implementing a system for data retention, one issue sometimes 
gets overlooked. 
Verification and validation of data is becoming increasingly important 
when retaining products for long periods of time. Before learning about the 
process itself, it is important to understand the differences between verification 
and validation for this research. As stated by Roache (1995), “verification refers 
to ‘solving the equations right,’ whereas validation refers to ‘solving the right 
equations’ (p. 8). Both are an essential part of building confidence in software for 
simulating physical systems, but the distinction is important.” In other words, as it 
pertains to this research, these processes are put in place to make sure all of the 
information that should be there is there when a product needs to be retrieved, 





company that uses these processes will, at the very least, discover changes to 
their product and its associated metadata and may even be able to fix whatever 
was changed as part of the process. However, many companies do not have 
systems in place to do either well. Without any way to check the models and their 
associated information there is no way to guarantee the products are not 
changing unintentionally and this can cause major problems for everyone 
involved in the lifecycle of a product.  
 
1.2 Statement of Purpose 
The purpose of this research is to take an in depth look at the verification 
and validation of 3D product model data in industry. Specifically, it will look to 
determine whether or not companies are incorporating these processes and, if so, 
what types of processes are being used. It will also attempt to find how those 
procedures are being implemented, as well as whether or not verification and 
validation in its current state is beneficial for companies that choose to utilize it. 
The research will use a survey and interviews of people in industry who use 3D 
modeling as a primary means of business to accomplish this. The final goal will 
be to compile the data from the survey to find any trends that might exist and to 






1.3 Problem Statement 
Despite their benefits, verification and validation procedures are often 
complicated and convoluted processes, making the implementation of a widely 
accepted process for this practice in industry very difficult. 
 
1.4 Research Question 
What is the preferred verification and validation process for companies in 
industry and what factors go into this choice? 
 
1.5 Definitions 
Archive – a place in which public records or historical documents are preserved 
(Archive. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.merriam-webster.com) 
Emulation – Recreation of obsolete software on newer operating 
systems/hardware (McMahon, C. Giess, M. & Culley, S. 2005.) 
Encapsulation – Storing of digital objects with everything that is required to give 
access to the document (McMahon, C. Giess, M. & Culley, S. 2005.) 
MBD – Model-based Definition is an annotated 3D CAD Model that contains all 
the information needed to define a product (Model Based Definition. (n.d.). 
Retrieved from http://model-based-enterprise.org) 
LOTAR (Long Term Archiving and Retrieval) – An organization developing 
standards for long-term archiving (LTA) of digital data, such as 3D CAD 






Migration – Encoding of digital information into newer formats (McMahon, C. 
Giess, M. & Culley, S. 2005.) 
Metadata – structured information that describes, explains, locates, or otherwise 
makes it easier to retrieve, use, or manage an information resource 
(Understanding Metadata. (2004). Retrieved from 
http://www.niso.org/publications/press/UnderstandingMetadata.pdf)  
OAIS – The Open Archival Information System is a reference model which 
establishes a common framework of terms and concepts for use in the 
preservation of information (Patel, M. Ball, A. & Ding, L. 2008.) 
Representation Information – a term from the OAIS reference model described 
as the information required to turn a data object into something meaningful. 
It includes such things as format specifications, data dictionaries, 
ontologies, and sets of hardware and software known to be relevant to a 
format (Ding, L. Ball, A. Matthews, J. McMahon, C. & Patel, M. 2009.) 
RRoRI – Registry/Repository of Representation Information is a repository 
created by the Digital Curation Center and the European CASPAR Project 
to store representation information for CAD models and lightweight 
visualization formats, as well as XML schemata for markup documents 
(Ding, L. Ball, A. Matthews, J. McMahon, C. & Patel, M. 2009.) 
STEP - The Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data is a 
comprehensive ISO standard (ISO 10303) that describes how to represent and 







The assumptions associated with this project included: 
 The companies that are part of the survey can be used as a representative for 
all large companies implementing model-based definition and dealing with 
verification and validation processes. 
 Participants answered survey questions to the best of their knowledge. 
 Participants in the interview understood the questions completely as asked by 
the interviewer. 
 Participants in the interview looked over the initial results of the survey before 
answering any questions. 
 Companies are trying to move away from using paper drawings as master 
documents for parts and towards the implementation of model-based 
definition. 
 Companies consider verification and validation an important part of data 
retention. 
 Participants were knowledgeable about verification and validation processes 
and issues within their companies because of their employment at their 
company as well as participation in professional organizations. 









The limitations associated with this project included: 
 Many survey responses came from the same industry sector and some may 
have come from the same company. 
 Some information was not available or may be less specific because of the 
proprietary nature of a company’s work. 
 Surveys were created using available survey tools at Purdue University. 
 The entire survey was completed only by those participants whose company 
had a system in place for data retention and a process for the verification and 
validation of data. 
 The study was limited to employees of companies that use 3D CAD software 
for the design and development of parts and products. 
 The study may have been limited by the non-completion of all the survey 
questions from some subjects. 
 The interview was limited by the number of people who were willing to have a 
phone conversation about the data. 
 The interview may have been somewhat limited based on the amount of time 










 The study did not focus on any companies who do not use 3D models as part 
of their business on a consistent basis. 
 This study did not focus on companies who do not have a system in place for 
data retention or implement any sort of verification and validation processes. 
 This research did not attempt to differentiate between different levels of 
verification and validation processes being implemented by participants. 
 This research did not differentiate the answers to question based on the size 
and detail of models. 
 This research did not attempt to create a new system for the verification and 
validation of 3D models and their associated data. 
 
1.9 Chapter Summary 
This chapter explained the concept of long-term data retention as it relates 
to model-based definition. It outlined the main problems companies are dealing 
with in their implementation of MBD. Then, verification and validation processes 
were explained as being an integral part of data retention that many companies 
are missing. These processes could have a major effect on the products that go 
in and come out of data archives. The research will be a done using a survey of 
people in industries where 3D modeling is prevalent and interviews will take 






CHAPTER 2.  LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
In order to fully understand the necessity for verification and validation 
processes, it is important to know about MBD, specifically the portion of MBD 
that deals with data retention. Model based definition is the source of a product’s 
definition. It achieves this as an annotated 3D CAD model with the inclusion of all 
necessary product information. In most cases, this model replaces 2D drawings 
and their associated data. According to model-based-enterprice.org, MBD is 
beneficial to companies because of its efficiency and its ability to be understood 
more readily than 2D data. As companies progress with the incorporation of 
model-based definition and decrease the use of static drawings, data retention 
has become an increasingly important topic. There are multiple reasons for this. 
First, in many cases, companies using CAD to design their products, aerospace, 
automotive, and defense companies for instance, have much stricter regulatory 
compliance guidelines. These force companies to hold on to product data for 
decades. Also, just as important, is the retention of a corporation’s knowledge. 
When designing or redesigning a product for the future this knowledge allows 
companies to look back at previous concepts, designs, and even errors to ensure 
they are creating the best product possible. Unfortunately retaining and 






mind. Doyle et al. (2009) believe, it is “critical to develop appropriate preservation 
techniques that will maintain digital objects through time, ensuring such objects 
will remain accessible, authentic and usable for future generations of users” (p. 
33). This statement very accurately depicts the issues with data retention. A 
major aspect of data retention is the verification and validation of product model 
data in order to be sure the data are accurate and usable. Making sure the output 
data of an archive are what they are expected to be can have very large 
ramifications on the product in general, and because of this, needs to be a main 
focus for companies when setting up any sort of data retention procedures. In the 
end, saving the data electronically allows for easier reuse of product models and 
it provides one location for the storage of all product-model data, but this is not 
good enough on its own when dealing with models that could potentially be worth 
millions of dollars to a company. 
This chapter gives an overview of data retention as well as verification and 
validation as they relate to model-based definition. It also describes the various 
issues that have become evident through data retention in industry. The chapter 
will then provide a summary of recent research into the long-term archiving and 
retrieval of the data and describe some methods that are being tested to resolve 
the previously mentioned issues. 
 
2.1 Data Retention Overview 
A major portion of model-based definition is comprised of data retention. 






only thing that set one company apart from another. Before model-based 
definition, most of the information involving a product was included with the 
master drawings. However, if done correctly, using 3D annotated models as the 
master source of product information is a more efficient and cost effective way of 
managing that information. Quintana et al. (2010) assert, “providing a product’s 
geometry through the use of solid models can bring advantages that would not 
otherwise be possible by maintaining a 2D static definition of the product” (p. 
497). Some of these advantages include quicker and easier changes to data for 
rework or upgrades, more precise analysis, and the tendency for people to have 
an easier time understanding three dimensional data as opposed to two 
dimensional drawing views. 
 Data retention within MBD refers specifically to the way this information is 
being saved, translated, updated, and retrieved for future use. McMahon, Giess, 
and Culley (2005) describe different types of data archival in order to expand 
upon the first step in retention, saving the data. They contend that, of those types, 
“emulation, migration and encapsulation address [the issue of software 
obsolescence] but there is no clear favourite among these, and a hybrid solution 
is likely to be the most suitable” (p. 32). The next step, translation, involves using 
non-proprietary CAD file types, most likely lightweight or neutral file formats in 
order to keep the file size low. Also, data must be updated whenever products 
need to be reworked or when new revisions are made. Last, the system must 






data archival explained further, one must understand one of the key pieces to 
data retention involving 3D product models. This is referred to as the metadata. 
 
2.1.1 Metadata 
Metadata according to Merriam-Webster is data that provides information 
about other data. In the context of 3D models it is data within or linked to CAD 
files that describes or provides extra information about the file data. According to 
Doyle et al. (2009), “Metadata should accompany the digital document instructing 
the future end user on how to execute the document, as well as explaining the 
document content, its intended behavior and a description of the software 
required to run it” (p. 35). While this is important information, it is not the only 
thing metadata describes. Many times there will be a description of the data set, 
data structure, date and time of creation, coordinate system, and an explanation 
of the accuracy of the data. Further, Ball, Ding, and Patel (2008b) suggest 
metadata for CAD models can include “materials, finishes, tolerances, 
recommended machining techniques and so on” (p. 2). All of these things allow 
users to obtain important information about a model that may not be outwardly 
available in the model itself. For the most part, metadata is stored in a separate 
file that accompanies the original data source. This file is usually linked to the 
original within the database when the file is archived. Moving on from metadata, 







2.1.2 Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data (STEP) 
STEP is an international standard that addresses how digital product data 
are represented and exchanged. STEP was developed over 20 years ago to be a 
better alternative to the older IGES neutral file format. Since its development 
STEP has been broken down into many different application protocols. Gradually, 
it has expanded to cover more and more phases of a product’s lifecycle. The 
most significant application protocols involving data retention are AP 203, 
configuration controlled 3D designs of mechanical parts and assemblies, AP 214, 
Core data for automotive mechanical design processes, and AP 242, managed 
model-based 3D engineering, which is set to replace 203 and other mechanical 
design APs when it has been fully developed. According to www.pdesinc.org, 
“STEP allows companies to effectively exchange information with their worldwide 
partners, customers and suppliers, as well as internally.” It goes on to explain 
that STEP “supports design reuse, data retention, and provides access to data 
across a product’s entire lifecycle.” However, STEP is not without its problems as, 
according to Brunsmann, Wilkes, Shlageter, and Hemmje (2012), “the 
transformation process can result in a loss of information since a product data 
model is interpreted by software” (p. 4). So even with this internationally 








2.1.3 JT Format 
JT is a lightweight 3D visualization data format used for product viewing, 
collaboration, and data exchange. A description of JT from http://www.asd-
ssg.org/ says, 
it can contain any combination of 3D approximate (faceted) data, 3D exact 
boundary representation surfaces (NURBS, B-Spline), Product and 
Manufacturing Information (PMI), and Metadata (textual attributes) either 
exported from the native CAD system or inserted by a product data management 
(PDM) system. (p. 1) 
Two main factors that support the use of JT are its small file sizes and its ability 
to be viewed by anyone. The small file sizes are due to compression and the 
ability of the format to split data across multiple files. The openness of this format 
comes from JT2GO, a free stand-alone viewer, as well as the specification being 
accessible online for anyone. 
 
2.1.4 Universal 3D (U3D) 
U3D is a compressed 3D graphics format best known for its support as a 
native 3D modeling format for PDF. Its small file size and quick rendering are the 
effect of “a reference-instance mechanism and a bit compression algorithm on 
numeric data fields,” according to Patel et al. (2008, p. 63). With this, most of the 
engineering data originally coupled with the model disappear. The loss of the 






anything else. Use by marketing, sales, service and support, and other similar 
areas are the best use of U3D outside of PDF because of this. 
 
2.1.5 3D XML 
3D XML is a lightweight XML-based format best used for the sharing of 3D 
data. Support for this format is mainly connected to Dassault Systemes products. 
According to Ball et al. (2008a), “due to its compact method of encoding surfaces, 
3D XML can speed up product data transporting and improve the sharing of 3D 
product data” (p. 226). Much like the JT format 3D XML has the ability to 
represent models through a single file or split across several files. Basically, with 
its small file size and rendering speeds, 3D XML is another format best used for 
sharing 3D data quickly and easily. 
 
2.2 Data Retention Issues 
While data retention itself has always been something companies had to 
consider, the electronic versions of these master models have posed a new set 
of problems. The first of these revolves around the compatibility of file types with 
different systems or even newer versions of the same system, referred to from 
here on as durability (Doyle et al., 2009). If a file format is not durable then it will 
be unusable when newer and better software is released. The user may end up 
with partial data or may not be able to open a file at all. Next, data authenticity 
(Doyle et al., 2009), making sure the data coming out is the same as what went 






important to a company not only because of the possibility of lost information but 
also due to the time it may take to recreate what was lost. McMahon et al. (2005) 
explain, “it is also important to be able to identify how it can be verified that the 
information is what it purports to be” (p. 34). Documentation, meaning the 
inclusion of all metadata, is another key. Metadata is very important with data 
archival because once the file is archived, it may not be retrieved for months or 
even years. By that time, the person who needs to use it might not have any idea 
how the model was created, what software version or revision was used to create 
it, or even the intended use of the data. Two additional issues are include data 
security (Quintana et al., 2010), which must be included to keep proprietary 
information from being seen by anyone outside of the intended user and the 
accessibility of information to the end user. Again the proprietary nature of the 
data is a major point. With some systems, information can be made available 
only to those who need to see it to complete their job. Accessibility to the end 
user is important because if that person is unable to open the data they created 
then it is worthless to them. Finally, the issue of regulatory compliance 
(Kheddouci, Rivest, & Fortin, 2010) is an important factor in this conversation. 
Many industries have very strict compliance standards they must meet in order to 








2.2.1 Data Durability 
While it is common knowledge that CAD data are extremely difficult to 
translate between packages because of proprietary file formats (Hartman & Lim, 
2008), it may still be a surprise to some that this difficulty can also be applied to 
translating files within the same system. Ding et al. (2009) explain, “with enormous 
improvements in the performance of CAD systems, the readability of old 
proprietary CAD formats also becomes a more serious issue” (p. 1038), meaning, 
many times, because of changes to the kernel or additions to the amount of data a 
CAD model holds, data become difficult to transfer, even among newer versions of 
the same software. This can cause challenges for anyone attempting to retrieve 
old files for revisions or even just for people needing information from a specific 
part. 
 
2.2.2 Data Authenticity 
The issue of data authenticity involves how data that have already been 
translated and retained compare to the original data that were saved. This is 
extremely important to a company because the proprietary information about the 
product is defined by the model data, so having output information that is 
incomplete or changed in some way can have very negative effects on business. 
Quintana et al. (2010) found that, “solid models have enough content to perform a 
set of virtual analyses (kinematic, thermal, stress, etc.) in order to confirm and 
validate the design’s intent” (p. 500). This study however, does not consider 






times this translation is where the loss of data occurs. In order to supply the 
product as originally intended the data must be verified in some way before being 
used to create new products. 
 
2.2.3 Data Documentation 
The documentation portion of data retention involves the metadata 
associated with a product. The data come in many forms and can be used to 
elaborate on any number of things about a product. Arms and Fleischhauer 
(2006) of the Office of Strategic Initiatives, Library of Congress, note that based 
on the OAIS reference model there are five categories of supporting information 
that metadata should include. Those are,  
representation (to allow the data to be rendered and used as information); 
reference (to identify and describe the content); context (for example, to 
document the purpose for the content’s creation); fixity (to permit checks 
on the integrity of the content data; and provenance (to document the 
chain of custody and any changes since the content was originally 
created). (p. 4) 
All of these are extremely important when trying to understand models that may 
have been archived for 50 or more years. The addition of metadata is a 
significant piece of the data retention process. Without it, problems could arise at 







2.2.4 Data Security and Accessibility 
Finally, data security and accessibility are fairly self-explanatory but still 
important points when dealing with data retention. According to Quintana et al. 
(2010), security refers to using file encryption, account authentication, or any 
other mode of protecting model data from being changed or even seen by 
someone who is not authorized. Security, in this sense, is much more important 
when sharing model data outside of a company than within the company itself. 
Accessibility refers to the openness of a format. Does the intended consumer 
have hardware and software capable of showing the necessary information? This 
is another reason to avoid using proprietary CAD formats as the data archival file 
itself when dealing with data retention. Also, as mentioned in research by Ball et 
al. (2008b), “the more software that is able to support a format, the lesser the 
likelihood of interoperability failures and, in the short term at least, obsolescence 
of the format” (p. 3). With any of these issues, data retention can cause real 
problems for companies in industry. 
 
2.2.5 Regulatory Compliance 
Regulatory compliance is a major issue when it comes to retaining 3D 
product-model data. Depending on the industry in question, there may be several 
different compliance standards with which to adhere. This can create problems 
for a company looking to adopt a new format or procedure for data retention 
because those standards may require information that is not currently available. 






model-based definition but some have fallen behind and this makes things 
difficult for companies that must follow their current specifications. Even if 
processes can be done easier, quicker, and cheaper they are sometimes held 
back until the compliance standards catch up. Bsharah and Less (2000) agree, 
saying in regards to the automotive industry, “The requirements for retaining the 
different types of automotive product data were found to vary based on the 
formats of the data types, the expected users of the retained data and 
requirements from regulatory, governmental and historical organizations” (p. 147). 
This explains that the data being saved vary greatly based on a number of 
different issues, one of which is compliance, which, as they describe, can come 
from multiple different sources. Also, many times processes and formats evolve 
so quickly that standards cannot progress quickly enough to include as many 
guidelines as is necessary. The problems continue to accumulate if compliance 
bodies do not work to keep the standards current. Overall, this is a huge issue for 
industries to deal with especially with newer ideas such as model-based 
definition. 
 
2.3 Possible Solutions to Data Retention Issues 
There are currently some possible solutions to the issues described above. 
These have been formulated both through academic research and industry 
investigation. Based on research by Ball et al. (2008a), the best solution involves 
using one of many lightweight or neutral file formats or combination of these 






corrupted, this should allow different systems or updated versions of the same 
system to view all the necessary information. These lightweight and neutral 
formats also solve the accessibility problem as companies can secure viewers for 
this information at a much lower cost than purchasing extra licenses of an 
originating CAD system. Another solution being investigated is the use of STEP 
in these situations. Its neutral file format and wide coverage of CAD systems 
makes it desirable. Originally, the loss of information (specifically PMI data) from 
originating CAD file to STEP file kept that from being a real possibility, but with 
recent developments, that issue may have been resolved. Data authenticity will 
require the use of verification and/or validation system to make checks on the 
data coming out of the archive. These checks may include physical properties, 
comparisons of the associated metadata, included PMI, file size, or a 
combination of these. Data documentation will require the use of extra features 
along with the lightweight formats. Software that allows markups would help with 
annotation information but according to Ball et al. (2008b), it would also be 
helpful to have a way of “providing links to allow the information to be stored in a 
separate file yet still related to the model” (p. 2). Last, many formats already have 
security options available; however, if a company chooses a format that does not, 
that security would have to be added to the files in some other manner. 
 
2.4 Data Retention Research 
Currently researchers are working on several projects to incorporate these 






OAIS Reference Model was developed to generate a reliable archiving 
representation. According to Brunsmann et al. (2012), this “is a reference 
architecture for reasoning about long-term preservation systems. Such an 
architecture provides a common vocabulary, data model, responsibilities, and 
functions” (p. 2). Representation information registries are being built as well to 
store representation information, which according to Ball et al. (2008a) are used 
to “bridge the gap” (p. 226) where a knowledge base is insufficient. Research is 
also being done specifically in regards to the actual storage of information, 
termed digital archiving or digital preservation (Doyle et al., 2009). While there 
are six techniques for data archival, only three address the issue of software 
obsolescence and therefore stand out among the rest. Researchers contend that 
these three, emulation, migration, and encapsulation, would be best utilized by 
creating a hybrid solution for archival (McMahon et al., 2005). Finally, standards 
are being created to help organize information and ensure that certain 
procedures are followed. The LOTAR Organization, according to Brunsmann et 
al. (2012), “studies the applicability of the STEP standard (ISO 10303) and OAIS 
standard (ISO 14721.4) to digital technical product data that is exchanged 
between partners and suppliers within the aerospace industry” (p. 4). Together, 
the standards community, along with the research being done in industry and 







2.5 Chapter Summary 
After looking at the current issues with data retention and understanding 
more about the research currently being done it seems as if a solution is getting 
closer. With the data at hand, finding out the specific needs of a company should 







CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY 
 
The purpose of this research was to use a survey on verification and 
validation of 3D product model data to provide as much information as possible 
about the implementation of those processes in industry. The goal was to get a 
better understanding of the verification and validation aspect of data retention in 
order to share that knowledge with companies and give them the ability to create 
more capable processes for data archival well into the future. A pilot test was 
conducted in which a survey on data retention and retrieval was created and sent 
to individuals in industries with a focus on 3D modeling as their primary method 
for product documentation. Using the response data, another survey was created 
to gather information specifically involving the verification and validation of 
archived data. Finally, the researcher conducted interviews with industry contacts 
with the goal of reinforcing the data gathered through the second survey as well 
as gaining a better understanding of that data.  
Due to the nature of the research, the researcher used a quantitative 
approach incorporating surveys to gather data with a qualitative facet involving 
the interviews of knowledgeable members of the 3D modeling industry. This 
chapter will summarize the purpose of the research, methodology, setting, data 






3.1 Research Framework 
With the increased use of model-based definition, data retention has 
become the subject of several research studies in many different industry sectors 
over the past five to ten years. Some, like Kassel and David (2007), take an in 
depth look at data retention focusing on specific instances, in this case ship 
production. Both Goth (2012) and Regli, Kopena, and Grauer (2011) take a more 
general approach in their research, discussing how digital data can be preserved 
and the challenges this preservation sometimes carries. Many more studies 
focus on possible global solutions to this issue, incorporating a hybrid approach 
by mixing several different methods (McMahon et al. 2005). The approach for 
this study will be to focus on the verification and validation of archived data. The 
data collected will help companies understand the positives and negatives of 
verification and validation as it is currently used and hopefully plan for possible 
revisions to this process in the future as well. 
 
3.2 Methodology 
A survey was chosen for the basis of the research. McNeill and Chapman 
(2005) describe surveys as “a method of obtaining large amounts of data, usually 
in statistical form, from a large number of people in a relatively short time” (p. 29). 
These characteristics made the use of a survey ideal. The questions presented in 
the survey are meant to give as much insight as possible about verification and 
validation of 3D product model data within a company through the experiences of 






a web-based survey was the instrument chosen for several reasons. First, 
collection of the data was much quicker and easier with a web-based survey. 
Roberts (2007) suggests “the electronic administration of surveys and measures 
can be fast, as well as resource- and cost- efficient” (p. 20). More importantly, an 
electronic version allowed for validation of the data being submitted for each 
question. According to McCord (2007), “data validation requires the respondent 
to answer certain critical form items before they are allowed to submit the form” 
(p. 16). This assures that respondents answer all of the questions on the survey, 
making the results more significant. However, one problem with this method was 
the low response rate. In 2007, Ye wrote “Web-based surveys that use e-mails or 
other personal contact methods to recruit respondents, have shown that an 
inadequate level of participation is very common” (p. 84). Unfortunately this 
research was subject to just such a problem with only 10 respondents completely 
finishing the verification and validation survey. Due to this level of nonresponse, it 
was important to attempt a multiphase design where an interview was conducted 
with certain subjects after the survey had been completed to see whether or not 
nonresponse affected the data gathered from any of the questions. Based on a 
report by Peytchev (2013), studies can “reflect a prior plan for the overall design. 
They can be designed so that… they can be used only to measure nonresponse 
bias in key variables” (p. 103). With this in mind, this research used an interview 
with respondents who volunteered to take part, after the results from the survey 
had been gathered. These volunteers were asked questions about the results of 






3.3 Survey Information 
For this research, a survey was created and distributed to gather as much 
information from as many sources within the 3D modeling industry as possible. 
This survey was created using the data from a pilot survey regarding data 
archival and retrieval. The pilot survey was used to find out what issues within 
data retention and retrieval were worth expanding upon. The scope of the initial 
survey was to gather background information on the current processes and 
procedures in industry at large with regard to long-term archival of product model 
data. A second survey was created using the results from the first, and 
distributed to gather more information about the verification and validation of 
data. 
 
3.3.1 Pilot Survey 
The pilot survey for this research was created using Qualtrics, a web-
based survey client available at Purdue, and distributed through email links to 
contacts within the PDES and LOTAR organizations. This survey consisted of 20 
questions. The first several were meant to gather demographic information while 
the remaining questions focused on different aspects of data retention and 
retrieval in industry. The survey results can be seen in Appendix A. There were 
39 respondents to this survey. However not all respondents answered every 
question. There were 27 respondents who answered every question. The data 
was reviewed and analyzed first using the cross tabulation tool provided by 






further sorted using Microsoft Excel. Respondents for this survey came mostly 
from the commercial aerospace industry which consisted of 14 of the 39 total 
respondents. The next closest was the defense industry with six respondents 
followed by government workers with five. 31 of 39 respondents were from large 
companies of 501 or more employees. 15 respondents worked in product 
engineering while the next closest job role was service/support with five 
respondents. 
 
3.3.2 Verification and Validation Survey 
The second survey focused on verification and validation for this research 
and was created to give information about a more specific aspect of data 
retention and retrieval. Based on the results from the pilot survey it was 
concluded that verification and validation were important pieces of data retention 
but many companies were not utilizing them for some reason. Specifically, the 
researcher noticed that of 27 respondents in the pilot survey who were asked to 
select any verification and validation their company implemented, only eight 
replied none. Further, there were 51 responses given from the remaining 
respondents whose companies did do verification and validation suggesting most 
companies implemented multiple verification and validation processes. Next, the 
researcher noted that 10 of 27 respondents indicated the use of model 
verification and validation software was one way their companies ensured 
archived data would be functional in the future. The researcher worked with Dr. 






Dr. Hartman has worked in industry and academia focusing on model-based 
enterprise and the long-term archival of CAD data. The questions were designed 
to gather specific details about verification and validation processes within 
industry. 
Qualtrics was once again used to design and distribute the survey as well 
as to gather the results. The survey consisted of 31 questions. The first five 
questions were for demographic purposes. After that, there were five questions 
regarding data archival. The next group of questions involved the verification and 
validation of product model data. This group covered a range of topics including 
the processes themselves, the length of time they take to complete, errors found 
and missed during the processes, as well as what process the respondent 
considered the best and why. Finally, the last four questions dealt with contact 
information for respondents interested in taking part in the interview or in 
receiving a copy of the survey results. An important point to make about this 
second survey is some data validation was added to make the results more 
relevant. To accomplish this, respondents were asked if their company regularly 
archived 3D data and further into the survey they were asked whether or not their 
company had a system in place for the verification and validation of archived 
data. Answering no to either of those questions took the respondent to the end of 
the survey and did not allow them to attempt to answer questions about data 
archival or verification and validation. This kept the data for those questions as 
meaningful as possible by not allowing the results to be skewed by people who 






order to make sure the same company was not represented more than once, 
therefore it is possible that more than one person from the same company 
answered the questions. If those respondents answered the questions the same 
way then the data may be slightly skewed from that. 
Respondents for this survey were also much more spread out 
demographically than those for the pilot survey. While commercial aerospace 
was still the majority it only had eight of the 48 responses. Defense was again 
second with seven while government and consumer products were tied with six 
responses a piece. Again, the vast majority of responses were from large 
companies with 29 of 47 respondents coming from companies with 500 or more 
employees. A surprising seven of the 47 came from companies with less than 50 
employees. Further, product engineering gained the majority of responses for job 
role with 21 of 46 followed by manufacturing engineering and service/support 
both with six. Out of 45 respondents, 32 said they had never held a different job 
related to 3D modeling while 13 said they had. Finally, responses were fairly 
spread out for how long respondents have worked in a field with the focus on 3D 
modeling. Out of a total 43 respondents, the ranges of 6-15 years and 16-25 
years tied with 13 responses a piece with 0-5 years coming in close behind that 
having 10 responses. The results for this survey can be seen in Appendix B. 
 
3.3.3 Interviews 
Interviewees were determined from the results of the survey. Anyone 






would be able to talk to them about the data after it had been collected. The 
subjects were sent the compiled results of the verification and validation survey 
and were asked six questions about the relevance of those results. They were 
asked what stood out to them most and least from the data as well as whether 
there was anything they would have liked to know that was not covered. The 
questions for the interview are listed in Appendix C. A total of five interviewees 
was the target for this portion of the research however only two were able to be 
reached. Of the two subjects, a transcription of the conversation for the first 
subject was done but the second subject asked not to be recorded so 
transcription of the exact conversation was impossible and notes for each 
question were taken instead. The transcription and notes from the interviews are 
available in Appendix D. These interviews helped provide extra information to 
properly support or reject any assumptions derived from the data while still fitting 
into the scope of the project. The information gathered through this interview was 




The participant population for this research was employees of any 
company involved in 3D product modeling. The initial survey was sent out 
through contacts within the professional organizations whose member 
companies utilize 3D data. The second survey was also posted on the 






modeling, MBD, and PLM. The sample for the research was made up of anyone 
involved in those organizations who completed a linked survey. These 
organizations were chosen because of their members’ familiarity with the subject 
of the research as well as their accessibility to the researcher. The knowledge of 
specific processes of data retention within a company was different from person 
to person. Most were able to answer all the questions completely with a fair 
amount of detail however some did not answer questions either because they are 
not able to divulge the information or they were not aware of how the company 
deals with a certain aspect of data retention. Participants for the interview were 
gathered directly from the survey and volunteered their time to answer questions 
for the researcher. 
 
3.5 Data Collection 
Data collection was done in a sequential mixed-mode approach. First, a 
survey was used to gather data points and then an interview was done to support 
the gathered data. Participants were sent an email with a link to the survey 
included or they were provided with a link to the survey posted on LinkedIn 
groups. They were asked to complete the survey to the best of their knowledge 
and they were told the survey was completely anonymous. They were also told 
the compiled results would be available to them if they were interested. As stated 
above, the initial survey consisted of approximately 20 questions depending on 
the answers given. The first several questions were asked for demographic 






model data as well as verification and validation processes. The survey was 
open for roughly three months to collect the appropriate amount of data points. 
Emails were sent out three times during this period as reminders to take the 
survey before it closed. 
The second survey consisted of 31 possible questions and remained open 
for just over three months to collect an appropriate number of responses. Multiple 
emails were sent out as reminders to take the survey. New posts were also made 
on the discussion walls of LinkedIn groups to attempt to reach as many people 
within the groups as possible. Volunteers who stated in the survey that they were 
interested in taking part in the interview were contacted through email to set up a 
date and time for a telephone call. 
 
3.6 Data Analysis 
The pilot survey data was gathered through Qualtrics, a web-based survey 
client. The data was then reviewed and analyzed using the tools provided by 
Qualtrics as well as Microsoft Excel in order to sort the data more completely. As 
explained earlier, this process helped the researcher identify an important facet 
of data retention which led to a focus on verification and validation for the second 
survey. The second survey on verification and validation was also analyzed in 
Qualtrics and Excel to find relationships between data sets. This was done 
through the use of Pearson’s chi-squared test. One set of data each from two 
mutually exclusive questions were compared. Expected frequencies of 






value was then squared and divided by the expected frequency of responses. 
These values were them summed to find the chi square value. If this value was 
less than the chi-square value for the calculated degrees of freedom and a 
probability of .05, the value showed no relationship. The data gathered from the 
second survey was reinforced through the interviews of knowledgeable 
participants in the 3D modeling industry. 
 
3.7 Chapter Summary 
This chapter covered the framework and methodology for the research 
study by explaining the surveys as well as the interview. It then described the 
participants of the research based on demographic information from the survey 
questions. Finally, it explained how the data was collected and what analysis was 






CHAPTER 4. PRESENTATION OF DATA 
 
This chapter will present the data gathered through first survey (pilot) and 
the second survey (the verification and validation survey). Possible bias will be 
explained and a discussion of the support or refute of the data by the 
interviewees will be described. 
 
4.1 Pilot Survey Results 
With the information from the pilot survey, the researcher was led to focus 
on verification and validation of data. As figure 1 illustrates, these responses 
showed that out of 50 responses from 27 respondents only 8 gave answers 








Respondents were asked to check all verification and validation that occurred so 
some respondents checked multiple answers. The researcher also noticed that 
42 responses (not including none, N/A, TBD, not sure, and not yet implemented) 
were given from these respondents. This shows that either a few companies 
surveyed use several different verification and validation methods or that most 
companies surveyed use at least two different methods. It is also important to 
notice from the results that many respondents felt verification and validation 
software was one of the better ways to ensure archived data would be functional 
in the future. Figure 2 shows that 10 of the 27 respondents, or 37%, felt this was 
one of a company’s better options. 
 
Figure 2 
This is an important point because it shows the importance of verification and 
validation as a part of data archival, but it is obvious that many companies still do 






graph, the researcher concluded that there was not one verification and 
validation method favored greatly over any others. From the data the researcher 
concluded that verification and validation of archived data is important to 
companies but that currently, there is no preferred method for doing this. 
 
4.2 Verification and Validation Survey Results 
As mentioned above, the survey was taken by a total of 48 people. 
However, not all respondents completed the entire survey. 31 of the 48 
respondents went as far through the survey as the program would allow and a 
total of 10 went through to the end of the verification and validation portion. 
Results were analyzed using Microsoft Excel and the cross tabulation tool 
available inside Qualtrics. This allowed the researcher to find any evidence for 
relationships between certain answers with a chi square test. From these trends, 
the researcher looked to find what types of companies were implementing 
verification and validation processes as well as how they were attempting to do 
so. 
Results for the verification and validation survey were similar to the pilot in 
that 16 of the 27 respondents said their company had a system in place for the 
verification and validation of archived data. The researcher will attempt to find 
relationships between the data gathered from the verification and validation 
survey using chi square tests. Due to the low response rate for the survey the 
data may not be representative of the population. However, interviews were done 






4.2.1 Data Archival 
For the purpose of this study, the researcher was only interested in 
verification and validation done in conjunction with long term data retention. This 
means that data about verification and validation processes would only be 
gathered from those respondents who needed to retain data for extensive time 
periods in an archive. Of the 42 respondents to this question 32, or 76%, said 
that their company did regularly archive 3D CAD data. Next, the researcher 
wanted to find whether or not archiving data was related in any way to specific 
industry sectors. Looking at figure 3, there does not seem to be a strong 
relationship between industry sector and regular archival of 3D CAD data. 
 
Figure 3 
Defense supply chain, heavy equipment, and medical equipment were removed 
from the graph to make the data easier to view. The researcher then created 






chosen, H0: Industry sector does not affect a company’s decision to regularly 
archive data and H1: Industry sector does affect a company’s decision to 
regularly archive data. Using the table from figure 4, and statistical tools in 
Qualtrics, to find actual and expected frequencies, the chi square value was 
found to be x2 = 13.49. 
 
Figure 4 
The critical value with 11 degrees of freedom and a p-value of 0.05 is 19.68. This 
shows that the data fail to reject the null hypothesis, meaning the data shows no 
relationship between data archival and industry sector. 
 
4.2.2 Verification and Validation 
After looking at data archival the researcher focused on verification and 
validation and whether it was deemed important to most companies in the 3D 






verification/validation of archived data, 16 of 27 respondents, or 59%, said yes. 
While 59% is not bad, it is somewhat surprising to find out that 41% of 
respondents whose companies archive data regularly do not validate or verify the 
data in any way. In an attempt to find a possible reason for this, the researcher 
looked for trends in the demographics of users who do some sort of verification 
and validation. Similarly to the graph for data archival, looking at figure 5, there 
does not seem to be a strong relationship between industries and the 
implementation of verification and validation processes. 
 
Figure 5 
Of all the industry sectors listed besides “other” the number of respondents who 
said they did or did not implement these processes was never separated by more 
than one response. Again, the defense supply chain, government, heavy 
equipment, and medical equipment categories were not represented so they 






While it is difficult to make any assumptions from the data because of the 
low response rate, the researcher did notice that of the three industries where 
verification and validation processes has more respondents implementing than 
not implementing, two of those (commercial aerospace and defense) are 
industries where more strict guidelines and compliance measures tend to apply. 
This causes some concern when looking at the automotive industry. While their 
standards may not be quite as strict as aerospace and defense, the safety of 
users should be of very high importance and as such verification and validation 
would seem to be a valuable process. The difference here may be that 
automotive manufacturers release new versions of vehicles yearly so their 
products from design to production have to be much quicker. This along with the 
profit margin manufacturers make from their vehicles may cause them to feel it is 
worth the risk. 
For statistical calculations, the null hypothesis, H0: Industry sector does 
not affect a company’s decision to implement verification and validation 
processes, and the alternative hypothesis, H1: Industry sector does affect a 
company’s decision to implement verification and validation processes were 
created. The calculations for the data set are listed in figure 6. The chi square 
value for these questions was 3.25 which was well below 19.68. Therefore, once 
again, the data fail to reject the null hypothesis and there is not enough evidence 
to show a relationship between industry sectors and the implementation of 













4.2.2.1 Effect of Company Size 
The implementation of verification and validation processes may also be 
affected by the size of a company. This may be the case for multiple reasons. 
First, large companies tend to have more resources and money to spend for the 
implementation of processes like this. A smaller company, on the other hand, 
may find the time and cost to set up these processes far outweigh the benefits of 
doing so. Also, a large company may have more products to manage than small 
companies. Again, the cost to set up one of these processes for only a few parts 
would not make monetary sense. A graph of the data for these questions, seen in 
figure 7, shows what looks to be very little relationship between the two. 
 
Figure 7 
This is also a bit surprising to see. While the majority of companies that 
implemented verification and validation processes are 100 people or larger, 
many of the data points came from that end so the data becomes skewed. Not 






employees, only one more respondent answered, yes, their company did 
implement than no, their company did not. Based on the graphical data provided, 
it was no surprise that the chi square value confirmed the lack of a relationship 
between the questions. The chi square value came out to 2.55, far lower than the 
critical value of 15.51. 
 
4.2.2.2 Effect of File Format 
Finally, the research looked to find whether or not file type had any effect 
on companies implementing verification and validation processes. The use of 
one file type or another could make verification and validation easier or harder 
depending on how the systems work with these different types of data. It is also 
possible that companies find a certain data type more reliable and because of 
that have deemed it unnecessary to do any checks on that file during its lifecycle. 
This is an especially difficult question to answer because of the variables 
involved. Looking at figure 8, STEP has the most responses of people who are 
using verification and validation processes with 11. The next closest is JT with six 
responses followed closely by 3D PDF with five. These are also the only file 
formats where more respondents said they were implementing these processes 









4.3 Possible Limitations of the Research 
The research may have been limited by the number of responses 
gathered. While 48 people took the survey, only 31 finished it and after data 
validation removed those respondents who did not archive data or use 
verification and validation only eight data points were counted. This also became 
a problem when it came to performing chi square tests on the data because the 
limited sample caused expected frequency numbers to be below the generally 
accepted minimum of five. Further, several people began the survey but did not 
complete it providing data points for certain questions and nothing for others. It is 
also possible that the responses gathered were only from those people who were 
very interested in the topic and thus had some preconceived notions that could 






This bias is difficult to calculate because of the unknown number of possible 
respondents. With all of this the interview was added to take away some of the 
bias and add support to the findings. While the interviews did add some 
important data and support much of the findings, they also were limited in the 
number of participants. 
 
4.3.1 Nonresponse Bias 
One downfall of the collection of data through surveys, especially online 
surveys, is nonresponse bias. Fowler (2002) likened online surveys to mail 
surveys which he noted at extremes can sometimes return “5% to 20% of the 
selected sample” (p. 41). He also maintained that “mail surveys with low 
response rates may be biased significantly in ways that are related directly to the 
purpose of the research” (p. 42). This means that the people who respond to the 
surveys are only those interested in the information they are trying to obtain. If 
online surveys are similar to mail surveys in that respect the data gathered could 
be skewed to the positive side for implementing verification and validation 
processes. It is impossible to know exactly how much bias is involved in this 
research since the researcher has no idea how many people viewed the survey 
on LinkedIn discussion walls and therefore cannot give a percentage of 
respondents from the total. However, the researcher did make an attempt to 
reduce this nonresponse. Fowler (2002) suggests “making the task easy, 
repeating contacts, using more than one mode to contact respondents, and 






respondents who received emails with the survey link were reminded several 
times to respond while the link posted on the social networking site LinkedIn was 
updated twice for more people to see. Further, the researcher attempted to 
gather participants for phone interviews to speak about the results of the data. 
The interview information will be discussed later in this chapter. 
 
4.3.2 Limitation of Respondent Pool 
The limitation of the respondent pool is similar to response bias and could 
have been one cause of that but it also may have created challenges not related 
to the nonresponse bias itself. Limiting the respondents to the survey so that only 
people whose company had a system in place for data retention and a process 
for the verification and validation of data were allowed to answer all of the 
questions may have reduced the prospective responses greatly, however it was 
done to ensure the results were coming from people who were knowledgeable in 
those areas. The researcher’s goal was to gather responses about verification 
and validation from people who were using the processes in industry so that they 
had firsthand experiences with the benefits and possible downfalls of the 
processes. Looking back at the data it may have been a better decision to ask 
whether the respondent had ever dealt with verification and validation to be sure 
to include as many responses as possible. This may have skewed the data in 
other ways though. Not only would respondents be working from memory which 
could have been several years previous, the systems may have changed 






would have been whether or not the person had implemented or used these 
processes within the last five years. This could have accounted for more 
responses while excluding the possibility of respondents who had used older 
systems to verify and validate their data. 
 
4.3.3 Possible Analysis Error 
One problem with the use of chi square tests for relationships is that these 
tests like to see expected frequencies, in this case the number of expected 
responses, higher than five to be as significant as possible. With the low number 
of responses overall to the survey and the even lower number who archived data 
and implemented verification and validation procedures, this was not possible. 
The researcher was directed to Yate’s Correction for Continuity. This correction 
adjusts the normal chi squared value by subtracting a value of 0.5 from the 
difference between actual values and expected values. However, according to 
Haviland (1990), “the routine use of chi-square statistics modified by Yates’s 
method decreases the accuracy of the resulting probability statements for most 
experimental situations” (p. 363). The results after using Yates’ correction tend to 
result in very conservative results that overcorrect for the small expected 
frequency size. It was the researcher’s hope that the use of the telephone 
interview with some survey respondents would eliminate, or at the very least, 
reduce the effect of this error on the data. Regrettably, the researcher found the 






respondents. While the two that did respond seemed to support the data 
gathered, that may not be enough to consider the results relevant. 
 
4.4 Preferred Process 
After gathering the data, the researcher intended to be able to pick out a 
verification and validation process that has been generally accepted among the 
respondents to the survey however, there was no widely accepted process. The 
data gathered about the processes implemented in industry varied. The type of 
verification/validation a company implements when CAD data are stored and 
retrieved did not highlight one process over any other. Of the 27 respondents 41 
responses were given, meaning many companies implemented more than one 
process, however all categories were represented fairly well. From figure 9, the 
category selected most with 13 responses was comparison of the archival data 
format to the original CAD model however; besides those who chose “other,” the 
lowest number of responses was 8. Looking at the data gathered from this 
survey, most companies are looking at similar characteristics of these processes. 
There is a wide range of data checked but most respondents tended to agree 
that physical attributes, Geometric Validation Properties, and metadata were the 
most important to verify/validate. Similarly, the issues that occur repeatedly are 
fairly even. Of 11 people who answered this question, 32 responses were given. 
Loss of geometry happens the most with 5 respondents choosing it, but no 








One piece of the data that stood out was the responses to the question asking 
what process the respondent considered the best available. A graph of the data 








Only 10 people responded to this question, but 5 of the 10 said that the use of 
automated verification/validation software was the best option. This may simply 
be because it is less work for the user to have an automated process for 
checking instead of a manual process. 
 
4.4.1 Verification and Validation Ineffectiveness 
One last notable finding that stood out was the effectiveness or 
ineffectiveness of the verification and validation processes themselves. Based on 
the responses, the use of automated verification/validation software and the 
comparison of the archival data format to the original CAD model missed the 
most problems with the files. Figure 11 shows this as well as the manual 








Two important points to consider with this information are the low response rate 
with only 9 respondents and the fact that “none” was selected by 6 of the 9 




The last stage of the research involved conducting interviews with any 
survey respondents who were willing to participate. This was purely voluntary 
and any references to the interviewees or there companies were removed for 
anonymity purposes. The goal for gathering interviews was to get five random 
respondents to the survey to take part. Unfortunately, only two respondents 
chose to take part in the interview at the end of this research.  These interviews 
were done to either support or refute the data gathered from the survey. 
 
4.5.1 Question One 
For the first question, the subject was asked if their company utilized any 
verification or validation processes for when 3D product model data are retrieved 
from an archive. The subject responded saying, “there’s an automated portion 
the system runs to verify a whole series of checks on the integrity of the CAD 
data, but there’s also a manual check list that they go through to verify and 
validate that the CAD data is performing its appropriate functions under the 
appropriate requirements.” This fits very well based on the results from the 






also apparent that companies tended to implement more than one process to 
thoroughly check the product. The subject did state that those checks happened 
upon the release of data and not retrieval from an archive but that when data are 
retrieved from the archive, checks are done on the dates and stamps to make 
sure nothing changed from the most recent version. 
 
4.5.2 Question Two 
For question two the subjects were asked if the data gathered from the 
survey seemed to be a good representation of the current state of verification 
and validation in industry. After an explanation of the survey and how the results 
were gathered, subject 1 agreed that the results were fairly representative. He 
did wonder about the amount of people who said that they archived data, 
mentioning “I suspect most of them do not archive at all.” This was especially 
interesting because subject 2 thought that the answers to this question were also 
skewed, however he said it seemed like most should archive data. 
 
4.5.3 Question Three 
Question three asked the subjects what part of the data stood out as 
important. Subject 1 found the fact that companies were using JT somewhat 
surprising. He states that “it was interesting to see that not just STEP but JT, we 
use JT not STEP and... I was interested to see that a lot of other people were 
also using JT.” JT came in slightly behind STEP in the results for what data type 






was the different job roles of people using archived data. While he expected 
product engineering to be far and away the largest response but he was 
surprised to note that manufacturing, service and support, and supply chain were 
all well represented as well. 
 
4.5.4 Question Four 
Question four asked the subjects if any data from the survey seemed 
unimportant. Subject 1 said he thought all of the responses were fairly logical. He 
mentioned that the data mostly validated his company’s position that they were in 
line with most of the rest of the industry. Subject 2 explained that the low number 
of responses for the survey might be a bad thing and also that he thought the 
answers for the question about the time people take fixing issues found by 
verification and validation processes was somewhat meaningless because that 
would depend on the type of model and its complexity. 
 
4.5.5 Question 5.5 
Question five wanted to know if any of the data gathered surprised the 
subjects. Subject 1 reiterated his surprise at the high percentage of respondents 
who chose JT as a file type their company used and at the breadth of people 
using archived data. Subject 2 was surprised by the number of people who 
responded no issues were missed by verification and validation procedures. He 
noted that 63% of people saying “No” made him very skeptical because there are 






4.5.6 Question Six 
Finally, question six asked the interviewees if there was anything the 
survey data did not cover that they or their company would have liked to know. 
Subject 1 felt that the survey was too focused on the CAD model itself. He 
thought that specifics like critical dimensions and key characteristics should have 
been covered as well. The important point is that those pieces are checked after 
the data are released and as the product is being built to ensure that those things 
are important items and that they are being followed. The subject stated, “the 
CAD in and of itself doesn’t really buy you anything right? It’s just a drawing. So if 
you don’t have that closed loop verification and validation downstream that the 
design intent really traces back to the upfront requirements, and that you can 
have that closed loop then I think, I think you’re missing a key part of what we 
would term verification and validation of a 3D model.” This is a very important 
point to take away from the research that was missed in the survey. The 
verification and validation processes must be followed through on all aspects 
inside and outside of a model through the manufacture, service, rework, and 




This chapter went over the results of the survey by trying to find 
relationships between separate questions. It then looked at possible bias and 






verification and validation processes in industry. Finally, it explained the 







CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSION 
 
This chapter explains the research and what it attempted to prove. It 
describes how the research was done and how it was analyzed drawing 
conclusions about verification and validation processes in industry. The chapter 
will explain the main findings from the data as well as some possible limitations 
of the research. Finally, the chapter will talk about recommendations for possible 
areas of future research. 
 
5.1 Discussion of Verification and Validation Findings 
Verification and Validation techniques are still not used by many 
companies in industry. This is true even for those companies who archive 3D 
CAD data for long periods of time. The data gathered from the survey and 
interviews outline important information about these processes but it is difficult to 
find relationships between the processes themselves and industry demographics. 
There does seem to be a slight tendency for people in industry to prefer one 
process over others but this may not be significant enough to represent the 
population. This leads the researcher to conclude that more data points are 






to get a better understanding of the verification and validation aspect of data 
retention in order to share that knowledge with companies and give them the 
ability to create more capable processes for data archival well into the future. 
This goal was met to an extent but there are pieces that could use more data to 
expand upon. The results do give some insight into verification and validation but 
the lack of responses may have skewed the data. Without gathering more 
responses from the population it is impossible to know how accurate these 
results are. Also, if responses to the interview were any indication, it would seem 
that many companies are already in line with what the results from the survey 
show. If this is the case, then the research does not give companies valuable 
information to use for the creation of more capable processes. On the other hand, 
it reassures those companies that they are keeping up with their peers and more 
capable processes may not be available or sensible at this point in time. 
 Looking back at the results it was interesting to see the data support some 
of the background research done for this project. One thing that really stood out 
was the relevance of data durability, data authenticity, data documentation, data 
security, data accessibility, and standards and regulatory compliance. All of these 
were covered to an extent by the questions in the verification and validation 
survey, so looking at the results gave some interesting insight to the choices 







5.2 Data Durability 
Data durability was evident in the survey from the answers to the question 
about the file format companies chose for long term data retention. Respondents 
were given the ability to select as many options as they wanted to answer this 
question. STEP received the most responses for this question with 16 of 27 
respondents using it for long term data retention. JT followed closely with 12 of 
27 respondents. The next closest answers were native CAD files (represented by 
nine of 13 “other” responses) and 3D PDF and paper drawings both chosen by 
seven of 27 respondents. Based on these results, companies must see the 
importance in data durability as STEP and JT are generally two of the more 
compatible file types available. However, native file formats receiving nine 
responses creates a slight anomaly in the discussion of durability. One likely 
possibility for this outcome may be that those nine respondents use native file 
formats as supplements to one or more of the other options available since they 
were able to choose multiple formats. If this is true, the results would appear to 
indicate that companies are concerned about data durability. 
 
5.3 Data Authenticity 
Data authenticity is arguably what this research is based on. Looking at 
the data as it was reported, authenticity may be one of the most important 
aspects to companies. The very purpose of these verification and validation 
systems is to make sure data are authentic. The fact that 16 of 27 respondent’s 






by itself. Beyond that, five of ten respondents said their company ensures 
archived data will be functional in the future by using verification and validation 
systems. This fairly clearly shows company’s intent to ensure output data are the 
same as input data. 
 
5.4 Data Documentation 
Next, the researcher looked for evidence of the importance of data 
documentation. This could be seen in the results from the question about the 
data that is checked during verification and validation processes. Eight of 14 
respondents said that metadata needed to be checked. While this was the third 
highest response behind physical properties and geometric validation properties 
it is still important to realize 57% of respondents feel this is an important part of 
the checking process. It is also possible that some companies utilize metadata 
but it is not one of the pieces of CAD data that gets checked during verification 
and validation. If this is the case, those numbers may be higher, but it is 
important to note that pairing metadata to a product and not checking to make 
sure it is accurate throughout the lifecycle would not be an intelligent decision 
and hopefully this is not taking place. 
 
5.5 Data Security 
Looking at the survey questions none tend to be based on data security 
itself. The researcher did see that security was one of the factors that motivated 






points the researcher noticed was the relative unimportance respondents placed 
on security in this question. Knowing the industries that these companies reside 
in, it is impossible to believe security is not an issue. However, after looking more 
closely, this is likely due to the focus of the question and not the importance or 
unimportance of data security. Only seven respondents said that data security 
affected their choice of file formats for archival. In this case it is very likely that 
companies do not rely on security from file formats alone. If a company believes 
they have security built around the process, then there is not much need for 
security within the format. With the lack of any other questions related to data 
security the researcher cannot make a strong argument for or against its 
importance to companies. 
 
5.6 Data Accessibility 
Data accessibility is the one aspect of retention that the researcher did not 
have data gathered for. This was unintentionally overlooked in the creation of the 
survey. It was interesting though to hear subject 1 in his interview reference this 
exact point. He explained that verification and validation needs to be done 
downstream to be sure that the product that is being delivered, supported, and 
maintained is as accurate as the product that was designed based on the initial 
requirements. Obviously, this is one aspect the interviewee would have liked to 
know more about and admittedly was missed in the survey. Moving forward with 







5.7 Standards and Regulatory Compliance 
The last point from the initial research involved the importance of 
standards as well as regulatory compliance and how those affected the 
implementation of data retention and verification and validation of data. Similarly 
to data security there was no survey question that explicitly examined standards 
and compliance but again some of this could be seen in the question regarding 
motivating factors for a company’s choice of file type. 12 of the 27 respondents 
said that legal issues were important to their choice of file type. This may be due 
to recommendation or requirement to use certain file formats or it could be an 
effect of legal issues later in the product’s lifecycle when verification and 
validation are being implemented.  Looking back, a specific question regarding 
the effect of standards and regulatory compliance on verification and validation 
processes could have provided some valuable information. 
 
5.8 Verification and Validation by Industry 
Based on the data presented in the graphs, as well as the chi square test, 
there was no relationship found between verification and validation and industry 
sector. Despite this, the researcher did notice a higher number of respondents 
who used verification and validation processes in the commercial aerospace and 
defense industries. This value however was almost canceled out by the near 
identical response rate within the same industries by people who did not 
implement those processes. These results were not expected at all by the 






by implementing verification and validation processes. Products in the aerospace 
industry generally include hundreds, thousands, or tens of thousands of parts. 
Additionally, not only are the parts themselves usually very complex, large 
amounts of supplemental data essential to the product are also common. If this is 
true, why did nearly half of the responses from commercial aerospace companies 
indicate no implementation of verification and validation? While the researcher 
does not agree with this contention, the companies most likely do not feel that 
verification and validation would be a value added activity to their production 
processes. It would be interesting to see the difference in errors and time spent 
designing, redesigning, and manufacturing products between those commercial 
aerospace companies who do verify and validate data to those who do not. 
 
5.9 Verification and Validation by Company Size 
Company size also proved to have little relationship to whether or not a 
company implemented verification and validation processes. While far more 
respondents with companies 500 employees or larger said they did utilize 
verification and validation solutions than other sized companies, there were 
almost as many in large companies who did not. Looking at the data overall it 
becomes obvious that while more responses came from the large companies the 
percentage of responses for each size company implementing these processes 
remained roughly the same. Again, this result came as a surprise to the 
researcher. It stands to reason that larger companies have more products to 






their products are as accurate as possible. Beyond that, based on the data, the 
larger industries that responded to the survey tended to have more complex 
products. All of this information goes directly against the compiled data. One 
possibility may be that these larger companies feel they have enough man power 
to change parts or redo them without the use of these systems. It would have 
been a good idea to find out how complex products were for the different 
companies that responded. Further, the researcher would have benefited from 
knowing the nature of the products themselves as well as the market the 
products served. This information may have had a sizable effect on the data, 
possibly showing more relationship between questions than the current data can 
gather. 
 
5.10 Verification and Validation by File Type 
Looking at the data, it seems as if there is a relationship between 
companies that use STEP and companies that verify and validate archived data. 
This could be a result of the prevalence of STEP in industry or it could be from 
the propensity of STEP to become unstable during data translation. Also, from 
the data in the figure, all but three categories of formats favor verification and 
validation. Looking closer at these, the three that do not are “paper drawings,” 
“microfilm,” and “other.” So generally, if a company is using an electronic data 
source for their products, they favor implementing these processes. This could 
be a sign that companies in industry are using those processes more and more 






throughout the lifecycle. It should also be noted that many companies who do not 
use electronic data for archival still have verification and validation processes for 
their data however, it seems those that responded to this survey do not. It is 
difficult to explain why the “other” category falls in line with the static data since 
nine of the thirteen data points listed there are native CAD files. It is possible that 
companies who archive native CAD data are under the false impression that it 
cannot change and therefore decide to bypass this process. It may also be that 
these companies do not need their data to be as durable so they choose to keep 
native formats to minimize the loss of data through constant translation. Chi 
square statistics for these two questions were not done since respondents were 
allowed to select multiple file formats if their company used more than one. Since 
the data cannot be considered mutually exclusive, the chi square value would 
have no meaning. 
 
5.11 Preferred Verification and Validation Process 
Looking at what processes are currently being used in industry it is difficult 
to make any assumptions on which is preferred. Most companies seem to be 
looking for similar things from validation and verification. Most respondents said 
their processes check for similar data and the types of errors that occur 
repeatedly are also mostly similar. The most common data checked during 
validation was physical attributes followed closely by geometric validation 
properties and metadata. This could show that there is not much difference in 






available was, 50% of respondents decided automated verification/validation. 
Most respondents agreed that this was because automated processes are not as 
prone to user error, and that they are more efficient and complete. This is 
interesting because when looking at the issues these processes missed, the data 
showed manual verification/validation to have fewer responses than automated 
verification/validation. 
 
5.12 Recommendations for Future Research 
In the future the most important thing for this research will be to find a way 
to poll as many knowledgeable people as possible. Gathering more data points 
and solidifying those with multiple interviews should provide more significant 
information on the subject as a whole. The number of the responses for the 
survey was the biggest problem for finding relevant data. As has been pointed 
out previously, this lack of responses could skew the data but it is extremely hard 
to know for sure if that is the case. The researcher believes that it is possible to 
gather more responses but the data itself may be fairly representative based on 
the findings through research and conversations with interviewees. In the future, 
it would be nice to have much more time for the survey to be available. This 
would allow the respondents more time to answer questions as well as give the 
researcher more time to remind possible respondents to take the survey. It would 
also allow the researcher to expand the pool of respondents if the number of 






Model type and complexity would also be something to look into in future 
work as that could definitely have an effect on the other answers given. Larger, 
more complex models may have more problems when translated. With this in 
mind it is be possible that among others, the time to check these models would 
be longer, the number of issues found may be higher, the amount of time spent 
fixing problems could be longer, and the system may fail to find more errors. 
Specifically checking relationships of model complexity to these issues could add 
quite a bit of information to future work. 
Next, the researcher would recommend some changes to the survey itself. 
It would be valuable to know why so many companies that archive data do not do 
any verification and validation. There may be something the researcher has 
missed that plays a large role in a company’s decision. It is also possible that 
these companies were in the process of setting up verification and validation of 
their archived data but it was not completed yet. It would also be a good idea to 
expand the idea of verification and validation slightly beyond that of just 3D CAD 
models since verification and validation is done for other things as well. This may 
give the researcher insight into trends that the implementation of verification and 
validation processes show as a whole and not necessarily those caused by the 
processes used for 3D modeling specifically. Similarly, researching verification 
and validation in regards to data security, data accessibility, standards, and 
regulatory compliance. All of these would add very valuable data to the findings. 
Finally, as a separate research project researcher could look more closely 






verification and validation. This would be interesting because the data seems to 
directly oppose the comments that each respondent made regarding why the 
automated process was preferred. Comments from respondents about the 
preference of automated software for verification and validation included being 
more accurate, efficient, reliable, complete, and quick but looking at the data 
from a question about errors missed by these systems more people responded 
saying automated systems missed different types of errors than said manual 
systems did. There could be several explanations for this. Some people may just 
not want to do the work it takes to manually check these products. It is also 
possible that some people do not feel they have enough experience to manually 
check products. One last addition to the research could be for the researcher to 
have hands on experience with these processes to be able to test them and 
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Appendix A Pilot Survey Results 
1.  What industry sector do you represent? (39 responses) 



























































11 Other   
 
10 26% 







2.  How many people are in your company or division? (39 
responses) 
# Answer  
 
Response % 
1 Less than 50   
 
4 10% 
2 51-100   
 
2 5% 
3 101-150  
 
0 0% 
4 151-500   
 
2 5% 
5 501 or more   
 
31 79% 
 Total  39 100% 
 
3.  What is your job role? (39 responses) 
# Answer  
 
Response % 















4 Service/Support   
 
5 13% 
5 Marketing   
 
2 5% 
6 Sales  
 
0 0% 
7 Other   
 
15 38% 







4.  What file format is your company looking at or what format 
have they chosen for long term data retention of product model 
data? Select all that apply. (36 responses) 
# Answer  
 
Response % 
1 STEP   
 
23 64% 
2 JT   
 
5 14% 
3 3D XML   
 
4 11% 
4 HOOPS   
 
1 3% 
5 3D PDF   
 
5 14% 









8 Microfilm   
 
7 19% 









5.  Which factors motivated your company to choose this 
format? Select all that apply. (35 responses) 










2 Legal issues   
 
12 34% 













































6.  What is your company's process for generating this format? 
(31 responses) 
Text Response 
Using CATIA to generate STEP file with validation. 
Use of STEP Compliant tools 
PDF's (not 3D) are sent to an external company for conversion to microfilm (standard scanning 
procedure) 
Save as 
Use CAD vendors' STEP translators 
Output from PTC products. 
lots 
3D_Evolution is the software of Choice 
CAD tool generates STEP 
CAD tools implementation 
Saving directly from CAD software 
About CT CoreTechnologie   CT CoreTechnologie GmbH Group headquartered in Frankfurt, 
Germany; is the leading provider of 3D Computer Aided Design (CAD) translation software 
known as 3D_Kernel_IO, 3D_Evolution™ and 3D_Analyzer.  The company’s purpose is to 
optimize the interoperability space and help organizations to effectively share engineering data 
in the product lifecycle management (PLM) process. 3D_Kernel_IO is the Software Development 
Kit (SDK) used in 3D Evolution suite.  It is also embedded in many well-known CAD, CAE, CAM 
software solutions which are the first choice conversion tools for leading technology companies 
in the automotive, aerospace, general machinery and consumer goods industries.  The 
3D_Evolution© product-line is module-based to include the reading of features, Simplification, 
Thickness Checker and Model Compare just to name a few.  Its kernel comes with healing and 
stitching functions. Its scripts are written for implementing automated processes for the 
engineering chore.  The 3D Analyzer product allows for visualization of 3D embracing model 
based definition. Learn more at  http://www.coretechnologie.com 
CAD utilities 
We receive data in these formats from external sources. 
Paper / Microfiche for 2D: defined in our release process  STEP for 3D: not yet implemented 
Its a database tool that was developed by Siemens.  Elctronic models are stored in an 
environment where they are accessed, used, and updated continually. 
Native Format, no conversion 
Converter integrated to CAD tool and batch conversion 
? 
Models and drawings are completed in NX through a Teamcenter interface.  CGM's of the 






Using CAD/PLM systems and STEP/PLCS applications 
Native application generation through addon licensing. 
Varies by client 
Commercail translators 
NX STEP translator validated to native with ITI CADIQ 
CAD application functionality and second part solutioins.  The change process handles native 
files.  Supplier Management and partner collaboration processes produce the open format files.  
Too many discrete processes to list when dealing with > 20,000 engineers. 
We have many processes depending on the data format. 
OEM and third party translators 
No data entered 
based on the CAD system 
WIP 
 
7.  What supplemental information is included in the archival 
format or linked to the file in some way? Select all that apply. 
(30 responses) 
# Answer  
 
Response % 
1 Annotations   
 
23 77% 
2 Symbols   
 
20 67% 
3 Notes   
 
21 70% 
4 Physical Attributes   
 
18 60% 


















8a.  Are there any standards that must be met for compliance, 
customer requirements, etc.? (30 responses) 
# Answer  
 
Response % 
1 Yes   
 
21 70% 
2 No   
 
9 30% 
 Total  30 100% 
 
8b.  Please choose all standards that apply. (20 responses) 
# Answer  
 
Response % 






















9.  What CAD tool(s) does your company use? Select all that 
apply. (29 responses) 
# Answer  
 
Response % 
1 CATIA   
 
12 41% 
2 NX   
 
6 21% 
3 ProE   
 
11 38% 
4 Solid Works   
 
3 10% 
5 Inventor   
 
2 7% 









10a.  Is data stored locally or by a third party? (29 responses) 
# Answer  
 
Response % 
1 Locally   
 
27 93% 
2 Third Party   
 
2 7% 
 Total  29 100% 
 
10b.  How is that data retrieved? (2 responses) 
Text Response 
I do not have an answer 
From backup files. 
 
11.  What is the job role of the person who generates the 
archival file format? Select all that apply. (27 responses) 
# Answer  
 
Response % 
1 Product Engineering   
 
15 56% 
2 Manufacturing Engineering   
 
7 26% 
3 Modeling/Detailing/Drafting   
 
15 56% 









12.  What is the job role of the intended consumer of the 
archived data? (27 responses) 















3 Purchasing   
 
1 4% 









6 Marketing   
 
1 4% 
7 Other   
 
11 41% 







13.  At what stage of the process is the archival format 
generated? Select all that apply. (27 responses) 













































14.  What, if any, data integrity verification and validation occurs 
when data is retrieved? Select all that apply. (27 responses) 



















archival data format 





Manual inspection of 














15.  How is revision control of archival data managed? (27 
responses) 





































there is no 
immediate 





4 Other   
 
3 11% 







16.  What is considered an acceptable amount of time for data 
to be maintained in the archive? (27 responses) 
# Answer  
 
Response % 
1 0-5 years  
 
0 0% 
2 6-15 years  
 
0 0% 
3 16-25 years   
 
2 7% 

























17.  How does your company ensure archived data will be 
functional in the future? Select all that apply. (27 responses) 









































author data in 














18.  What variables influence the decision to archive data? (27 
responses) 
Text Response 
Data is never really archived per se.  Released data is continually validated against STEP and 
against the current CAD application relative to the previous CAD application. 
Life of system and future potential for reprocurement 
Limited lifetime of paper drawings, FAA compliance 
Regulatory variables are primary driver. 
legal requirements, customer requirements. 
Common sense. 
We do not yet archive product model data per se. The archival of drawings is inconsistent, 
varying by program. 
customer requirements 




one that I know of. It's mandatory. 
Historical significance, protection of government and citizens rights and interests. 
Certification? 
All data gets archived. 
Legal and unpredictable future 




Security, legal, contractual. 
Each customer is different. 
Long lifetime of products, and inability for application data to remain readable for longer than 
near term. 
Cost, schedule, validation 
Product family; contract requirements; product life in service 








Appendix B Verification/Validation Survey Results 
1.  What industry sector do you represent? (48 responses) 





























































12 Other   
 
10 21% 







2.  How many people are in your company or division? (47 
responses) 
# Answer  
 
Response % 
1 Less than 50   
 
7 15% 
2 51-100   
 
3 6% 
3 101-150   
 
5 11% 
4 151-500   
 
3 6% 
5 500 or more   
 
29 62% 
 Total  47 100% 
 
3.  What is your job role? (46 responses) 
# Answer  
 
Response % 















4 Service/Support   
 
6 13% 
5 Marketing   
 
1 2% 
6 Sales  
 
0 0% 
7 Other   
 
12 26% 







4.  Have you previously held any other jobs related to 3D 
modeling where your job role was different? If so please specify. 
(45 responses) 
# Answer  
 
Response % 
1 Yes   
 
13 29% 
2 No   
 
32 71% 
 Total  45 100% 
 
5.  How long have you worked in a field with the focus on 3D 
modeling? (43 responses) 
# Answer  
 
Response % 
1 0-5 years   
 
10 23% 
2 6-15 years   
 
13 30% 
3 16-25 years   
 
13 30% 









 Total  43 100% 
 
6.  Does your company regularly archive 3D CAD data? (42 
responses) 
# Answer  
 
Response % 
1 Yes   
 
32 76% 
2 No   
 
10 24% 







7.  What file format is your company looking at or what format 
have they chosen for long term data retention of product model 
data? Select all that apply. (29 responses) 
# Answer  
 
Response % 
1 STEP   
 
16 55% 
2 JT   
 
12 41% 
3 3D XML   
 
2 7% 
4 HOOPS  
 
0 0% 
5 3D PDF   
 
7 24% 









8 Microfilm   
 
4 14% 









8.  Which factors motivated your company to choose this 
format? Select all that apply. (27 responses) 










2 Legal issues   
 
12 44% 








































9.  What is the job role of the person who generates this archival 
format? Select all that apply. (27 responses) 















3 Modeling   
 
6 22% 
4 Detailing   
 
3 11% 
5 Drafting   
 
5 19% 









10.  What is the job role of the intended consumer of the 
archived data? Select all that apply. (27 responses) 















3 Purchasing   
 
9 33% 









6 Marketing   
 
5 19% 




11.  Does your company have a system in place for the 
verification/validation of archived data? (27 responses) 
# Answer  
 
Response % 
1 Yes   
 
16 59% 
2 No   
 
11 41% 







12.  What data integrity verification/validation occurs when CAD 
data is stored and retrieved? Select all that apply. (16 responses) 



















archival data format 





Manual inspection of 









13.  How long does this verification/validation process generally 
take from start to finish? (14 responses) 
# Answer  
 
Response % 
1 0-5 minutes   
 
3 21% 










































14.  What data is checked during the verification/validation 
process? Select all that apply. (14 responses) 























3 Cloud of Points   
 
3 21% 















7 Don't know   
 
1 7% 









15.  How often are issues found through verification/validation? 





















16.  If issues are found during the verification/validation process, 
what is done to fix the problem? (13 responses) 































5 Other   
 
1 8% 








17.  How much time is spent fixing these issues after they have 
been found? (12 responses) 
# Answer  
 
Response % 

















































18a.  Are there any issues that occur repeatedly? Select all that 
apply. (11 responses) 















































8 None   
 
3 27% 














many reasons: user errors, software problems, misunderstanding of requirements, etc 
Bad math in CAD systems 
Poor quality standards applied to original data creation 
modeling practices; software limitations 
Attention to detail and software 
Complexity of models and users skill set in understanding how to modify original model without 
causing unintended changes 








19a.  Are there any issues that these 
verification/validation processes fail to find? Select all that 
apply. (9 responses) 















































8 None   
 
6 67% 




19b.  Why might the verification/validation processes fail to find 
these issues? (5 responses) 
Text Response 
not complete enough 
CAD sytems need to validate and verify data when they save as STEP files. 










20.  How is revision control of archival data managed? (10 
responses) 





































there is no 
immediate 





4 Other  
 
0 0% 








21.  What is considered an acceptable amount of time for data 
to be maintained in the archive? (10 responses) 
# Answer  
 
Response % 
1 0-5 years   
 
1 10% 
2 6-15 years  
 
0 0% 
3 16-25 years   
 
1 10% 


























22.  How does your company ensure archived data will be 
functional in the future? Select all that apply. (10 responses) 




Archive data using a 
standard neutral file 














hardware used to 












Mandate that all 
suppliers author data 














23a.  Of the verification/validation processes that are available, 
is there one that you would consider the best? (10 responses) 



















archival data format 





Manual inspection of 






All of the current 





6 Other   
 
3 30% 
 Total  10 100% 
 
23b.  Why do you consider this the best process? (10 responses) 
Text Response 
The most accurate. 
Efficiency potential. 
Automated processes are most efficient, complete, and reliable.  Manual processes are time 
consuming and subject to human error therefor not as reliable.  An automated process works 
consistently every time and requires much less person time and effort. 
You need tools that are capable to execute rules and functions in data models in STEP/PLCS 
Manual verification takes too long and is prone to user error. 
most efficient, complete, and reliable 
Still working to find best practice 
At time of creation you know the translated file represents the original model intent 









24.  What issues affect your company's choice to validate/verify 
data? (1000 responses) 
Text Response 
Quality. 
Security, long-term retrieval of information. 
time and cost  completeness of validation 
Customer requirements 
The need to ensure that all original authored data is retained in the archive format 
importance of valid 3d models 
Cost and Accuracy 
We are monitoring industry and military standards and requirements which are in development 
and will pottentially be followed to us by the OEM's 
Cost vs. Risk trade off.      Cost considerations: time to develop automated validations, time for 
each user to do manual validations, etc.    Risk considerations: no longer can retrieve 
deliverables to customers we are contractually obligated to retain, data rework issues if data 
integrity is poor, etc. 
need to talk with the IT guy's 
 
25a.  Would you be interested in taking part in a 5 question 
interview involving the topics discussed in this survey? (10 
responses) 
# Answer  
 
Response % 
1 Yes   
 
4 40% 
2 No   
 
6 60% 
 Total  10 100% 
 
25b.  Please enter your email address to be contacted for the 
interview. (4 responses) 
Text Response 








26a.  Are you interested in a summary of the results from this 
survey? (8 responses) 
# Answer  
 
Response % 
1 Yes   
 
4 50% 
2 No   
 
4 50% 
 Total  8 100% 
 
26b.  Please enter your email address so that we can send you a 
summary of the results once they have been compiled. (4 
responses) 
Text Response 








Appendix C Interview Questions 
1. Does your company utilize some sort of verification/validation process 
for when 3D product model data is retrieved from an archive? If they 
do, what does that process entail? 
2. Do you feel the results from the survey properly reflect the current 
state of verification/validation in industry? 
3. What, in your opinion, is the most telling set of answers from the 
cumulated data? Why? 
4. What, in your opinion, is the least telling set of answers from the 
cumulated data? Why? 
5. Did any of the data gathered from this survey surprise you? If so, what 
data and why? 
6. Is there anything about verification/validation pertaining to product 
model data that you or your company would like to know but it wasn’t 







Appendix D Interview Transcription and Notes 
Subject 1 Interview - Transcription 
Subject 1: Hello, this is XXX. 
Interviewer: Hi XXX, how are you doing? This is Joe from Purdue. I’m calling 
about the interview for the survey. 
Subject 1: Hey Joe, how are you? 
Interviewer: Great. How about you? 
Subject 1: Good. 
Interviewer: Alright, so real quick, there are actually six questions for the survey. 
It shouldn’t take too long. Did you get the email that I sent today? 
Subject 1: Yep, I’m on question 25. I’ve been reading through the results. 
Interviewer: Ok, awesome. 
Subject 1: Do you have your recording going, Joe? 
Interviewer: Yes, I do. Yeah. 
Subject 1: Ok. So the only thing on that, if you’re going to quote me on anything, I 
just have to review it before you quote me. Other than that it’s not a problem. 
Interviewer: Ok, yeah. My understanding of the whole thing is I just need to have 
the transcription from the conversation to show what was said back and forth. I 
don’t know that I will actually be using specific quotes or not. But if I do I will let 
you know. 
Subject 1: Perfect. 
Interviewer: Ok, so the first question, uh, does your company utilize some sort of 
verification or validation process for when 3D product model data is retrieved 
from an archive? And if they do, what does the process entail? 
Subject 1: Um, so we uh, we upon release of data we go through a pretty 
stringent... there’s an automated portion the system runs to verify a whole series 
of checks on the integrity of the CAD data, but there’s also a manual check list 







appropriate functions under the appropriate requirements. Upon retrieval from 
the archive specifically, um, they don’t necessarily revalidate the data, but they 
don’t pull anything from an archive that hasn’t already gone through that 
validation process. Um, so they don’t revalidate but they have... well, I guess 
there is a revalidation. They do check that those dates and the stamps, so that 
nothing changed after they got locked down in the system. If it did then they have 
to be reverified. 
Interviewer: Ok, alright great. Um, alright so in looking at the survey, do you feel 
that the results of the survey properly reflect the current state of verification and 
validation in industry? 
Subject 1: Um, I was a little surprised how many said they were doing it. I don’t... 
if I surveyed a bunch of my industry peers I suspect most of them don’t archive at 
all and probably most of them don’t verify or maybe, I mean there’s different 
levels of verification I guess, so they may verify, but probably not efficiently. Um, 
and so the results tend to imply that yeah we’re really good at this and the 
industry as a whole I really don’t think we are that good at it. I thought they were 
a little overly positive. Maybe patting ourselves on the back a little too much. 
Interviewer: Ok, no problem. I don’t know... I think I included it in there but I don’t 
know if you noticed the responses for the survey actually 31 people took it and 
only, of those 31, I believe 21 said that they did some sort of data archival, and 
10 of those 21 said they did some sort of verification and validation. So, I don’t 
know if that number reflects more closely what goes on, but it kind of seems to 
be around 10 percent of those who answered the survey. 
Subject 1: Yeah, that’s probably better. It’s interesting though then because as 
the questions go on and they talk about different verification methods, it seems 
like everyone is still responding to the questions even though, the statistics you 
just quoted, they’re not even doing it. But they’re still answering those questions 
though. 
Interviewer: Oh, sorry, ok so I should have been more clear with that. If they 
answered no to the question about archiving data or to the question about doing 
any sort of verification or validation, then they were just skipped to the end of the 
survey and they did not answer any of the questions specifically about 
verification and validation. 
Subject 1: I see. Gotcha. Ok, ok, yeah then that feels a little more representative. 








Interviewer: Ok, no problem. Alright so moving on, what in your opinion is the 
most telling set of answers from the accumulated data and why? 
Subject 1: Um, the most telling set of answers... telling in what regard? 
Interviewer: I mean, basically which, um... it could be a question or maybe even a 
group of questions, do you think says the most about what people are doing with 
verification and validation? Do you think that, for instance, STEP is a very 
commonly piece of that puzzle, uh is there some sort of automated procedure 
that’s a big piece of that, just did any of the questions pop out, the answers, um.. 
the results to a question, did those pop out in any way to you? Surprising or not 
surprising or anything like that. 
Subject 1: I wouldn’t say anything jumps out at me, but um, you know I was, it 
was interesting to see that not just STEP but JT, we use JT not STEP and... I 
was interested to see that a lot of other people were also using JT. It’s number 2 
right behind STEP. Um, I found it a little interesting, that um, just the breadth of 
who was using this archived data. You know, product engineering was a good 
percentage but manufacturing and service and support and supply chain, all 
these other areas, has a, had a strong need for that data as well and I thought 
that was pretty interesting. 
Interviewer: Ok. Um, ok so along those same lines, was there any set of answers 
or specific answer from the data that you looked at and just, it didn’t seem 
important to you at all? 
Subject 1: I’m scrolling through these as we talk just to... just to see if anything 
jumps out at me. 
Interviewer: Yeah that’s fine. 
Subject 1: Um, nothing jumps out at me like, you know, I don’t think anyone was 
rigging the votes or anything. I mean, they uh, they all seemed fairly logical in 
their responses so I, I think, in fact uh, it’s been a little while since I took the 
survey so I didn’t even remember everything exactly how I had answered it but, 
anyway going back through it, it seems like our answers were inline with the 
majority on most of these. Um, this just kind of validated our position. So it didn’t 
feel like we were off in the distance, it didn’t feel like anyone like the trends were 








Interviewer: Right, ok. Alright great. Um, so you kind of answered this question 
already but just to be sure I have it down, so did any of the data gathered from 
the survey surprise you, and if so what data and why? 
Subject 1: Uh, just uh, the number of people using JT was a surprise. I didn’t, 
didn’t anticipate that, and then the breadth of, like I said the breadth of 
consumers that were polling that data. I would have assumed that would have 
been more just product engineering but um... so it was interesting to see that 
most people are sharing that further across the organization. 
Interviewer: Alright, and then, last question, is there anything about verification 
and validation pertaining to product model data that you or your company would 
like to know but it wasn’t really covered in the survey? 
Subject 1: Yeah! Uh, bare with me while I try to explain this. 
Interviewer: Ok. 
Subject 1: So the survey was really focused on really um, I would describe it as 
CAD model integrity, and verifying and validating that CAD model integrity. But, 
but, uh particularly in the aerospace industry, in per system of engineering 
standard processes, there’s a lot of verification and validation activity that occurs 
to make sure we’re meeting all of our customer requirements. Which, it... which 
get translated into internal requirements and the way that ties to the CAD is 
there’s all kinds of data that gets locked into these CAD binary files, such as flag 
notes and uh critical dimensions that are embedded inside of the CAD model. 
And we have some pretty rigorous processes that are a real pain in the butt to be 
honest. They should be better, um on extracting, because those CAD files are 
just binary blobs, even though they’re managed in a database of some type, we 
really would like to have all of those notes and all of those key characteristics 
extracted to a database so then when you go downstream into a... and we’re 
doing human space flight so, the level of reliability we have to go to is very 
extreme, right? Because we don’t want to blow people up that are going into 
space. So, so we have to go and verify and validate not just the quality of the 
CAD model but the specifics. Did this critical dimension meet the requirements of 
the customer and did that key characteristic... did we fulfill that through our 
manufacturing processes? And so we actually have all of this custom system 
built up around verifying and validating, and that doesn’t get checked when we 
release the CAD model. It actually gets verified and validated further in a 
downstream manufacturing system. So when we verify and validate the quality of 







design checklists and best practices for modeling and is everything on the right 
layers and can we translate it into an archival format, and those types of things. 
And then beyond that, even after the data is released, we go back and we verify 
and validate that, hey as we’re building this, does this critical dimension on the 
physical part match what was in the virtual part? And to me that’s probably even 
more important than the quality of the CAD, because the only purpose of the 
CAD is to communicate those requirements downstream to manufacturing and 
quality. I mean the CAD in and of itself doesn’t really buy you anything right? It’s 
just a drawing. So if you don’t have that closed loop verification and validation 
downstream that the design intent really traces back to the upfront requirements, 
and that you can have that closed loop then I think, I think you’re missing a key 
part of what we would term verification and validation of a 3D model. But it really 
has nothing to do with the quality of the 3D model, it’s really its intended use. 
Interviewer: Ok, alright. Interesting. Alright. Um, anything else? Is that pretty 
much the biggest one? 
Subject 1: Yeah that would be the big one.  
Interviewer: Alright, well great that’s all I have. Do you have any questions for me 
or anything before we get done with this? 
Subject 1: No, just I would be curious, um you know as you go to publish, or uh, 
just be curious to see your results and findings and conclusions. If you could get 
back to me with a link or something that would be great. 
Interviewer: Ok yeah. I can do that. Thank you very much, I appreciate it. 
Subject 1: Ok no problem, good luck, Joe. 
 
Subject 2 Interview – Notes 
1. Does your company utilize some sort of verification/validation process for 
when 3D product model data is retrieved from an archive? If they do, what 
does that process entail? 
Yes, we comply with NSD/AAI ??? standard EN 9300 for 3D models, 








2. Do you feel the results from the survey properly reflect the current state of 
verification/validation in industry? 
Not sure about the mixed response from question 6. It seems like most 
should archive. 31 people isn’t that many for this but if the people are 
qualified to talk about these things then it should be a good 
representation. 
 
3. What, in your opinion, is the most telling set of answers from the 
cumulated data? Why? 
Compliance with customer needs coming up the most seems very telling. 
 
4. What, in your opinion, is the least telling set of answers from the 
cumulated data? Why? 
The number of people who took the survey. Also for #17, it seems like that 
would be very dependent on the type of model and its complexity. 
 
5. Did any of the data gathered from this survey surprise you? If so, what 
data and why? 
For #20, 63 percent of people said they none. I’m skeptical that this is 
correct. There tend to be problems with most of the solutions available so I 
don’t think any would catch 100% of the problems. 
 
6. Is there anything about verification/validation pertaining to product model 
data that you or your company would like to know but it wasn’t covered in 
the survey? 
What are the customer requirements mentioned? Are they real contractual 
requirements for verification and validation? Governmental requirements? 
These may be required for flight type certificates. 
